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Analysts, Physicians, Lawyers, Teachers

Who is going to lose their jobs first?



Defining AI

Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence exhibited by machines. 
…
Colloquially, the term "artificial intelligence" is applied 
when a machine mimics "cognitive" functions that 
humans associate with other human minds, such as 
"learning" and "problem solving".
…
"We don't need Artificial Intelligence if we don't have Natural Stupidity!" 
- Professor Allan T. Pryor



Defining “Natural Stupidity”
• “Natural Stupidity” means:

Making errors unconsciously and 
continuously without regret



“Natural Stupidity” in Defense Systems

One dead, two injured!





Current State of Healthcare

• Care is complex 

• Care is uncoordinated 

• Information is often not available to those 
who need it when they need it

• As a result patients often do not get care they 
need or do get care they don’t need

IOM, Crossing the Quality Chasm
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Poor Quality

• 45% did NOT receive recommended care

• Pneumonia  61% X
• Asthma  47% X
• Hypertension  35% X

McGlynn et al., New England Journal of Medicine, 2003



About Medical Errors

• A leading cause of death 

• More common than we thought 

• A system problem 

• Costly

• Preventable



Computers to the rescue?

• Never tired (especially on repetitive and boring 
jobs)

• Never forgets

• Always correct and superfast calculation

• 100% Compliant to orders





Artificial Intelligence (AI) can do

• All of the traditional computer characteristics, plus

• Capable of decision analysis and support

• Deal with ambiguity and approximation

• Can learn new patterns

• Can change internal parameters, data, knowledge or even 
programming code through learning

Not 100% compliant to order

Can lead to unexpected results



IBM Watson in the Jeopardy show 2011



Google AlphaGo vs Lee Sedo



Medical Knowledge 
– from Simplicity to Complexity
Simple
• “Allergic to Penicillin” AND “Prescribe Penicillin”

 STOP the prescription and alert the doctor

Complex
• What is this? 

• “How to treat chronic radiation fibrotic dermatitis?”

 based on textbook and journal reviews – 50% of the 
patients responded “Pentoxifylline + Tocopherol” 



Artificial Intelligence 
– from Simplicity to Complexity
• Rule-based Inference
• Probabilistic Inference
• Statistical Modeling
• Ad Hoc scores
• Machine Learning

• Neural Networks (類神經網路)
• Support-Vector Machine…etc.
• Deep Learning (深度學習)

• Deep Neural Networks
• Deep Convolutional Neural Networks 

(DCNN)
• Recurrent Neural Networks



Artificial Neural Networks

• A main stream method for 
Machine Learning

• Deep Learning
• Deep Neural Networks
• Deep Convolutional Neural 

Networks (DCNN)…



DCNN

AlphaGo Architecture from Google DeepMind



Drug Allergy Alerts



Cross Drug Allergy Alerts



Advanced Electronic Safety of 
Prescriptions (AESOP) System

After AESOP analyzed 100 million prescriptions, it is 
capable of determine whether a prescription is correct up 
to an accuracy of 95%.



The Beginning of “The END”?



Superintelligence

“any intellect that greatly 
exceed the cognitive 
performance of humans in 
virtually all domains of 
interest.”



2045: Singularity

• $1,000 USD can buy computers with 

the capacity of billion brains

• When AI surpasses human 

intelligence



AI and Medicine – for NOW

From:  Charles P. Friedman. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2009;16:169 –170.





Current Problems
• The current “Smart hospitals” are mostly:

• Me-too systems
• Too many false positives (FP) it’s anti-productive
• Unknown number of false negatives (FN)
• Users lose faith and ignore even true positives (TP)
• NOT smart at all

• The real cost of not-so-smart reminder systems is ignored
• No central intelligence, only fragmented, on-demand alerts 

and pop-ups.



Conclusion
• We need infuse more intelligence into 

healthcare systems – artificial or natural

• Traditional computers have helped 
tremendously in medicine and healthcare
• It’s time for AI to pick up the baton
• IoT Big Data Artificial Intelligence

• Big Data + Artificial Intelligence 
= Big Data Intelligence (BDI)

• Quality and Patient Safety (QPS) will benefit 
immensely from BDI





Thank you for your attention


